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VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 

FB floor milling and boring machine 

FB floor milling and boring machine is suitable for boring, milling, drilling, reaming ,threading and cutting groove ,which was 

usually used to machine large ,heavy ,extraheavy ,complex-shaped material. The front end of Square ram could be equipped 

with all kinds of milling head ,the machine could finish many production procedure under one fixture during machining heavy 

and complex-shaped material .Technology scope could be expanded while working together with rotary table. It is an important 

equipment that applied in source of energy, war industry, shipping ,electric power, nuke industry, traffic, Rubber ,mining, 

metallurgy, heavy machinery and many key country industries. 

 

High rigidity 

 

All casting pass finite-element analysis(FEA)test , 

Computer optimal design guarantee integral rigidity with 

compact structure , increase the rigidity and vibration 

resistance. 

Large section and span guideway, reasonable internal 

reinforcement arrangement ,offering strong sustain for the 

machine. double columns increase the section , the two 

columns have strong anti-bend and anti-torque ability. 
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VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 
Ram was made of high strength spheroidal iron, the high 

strength and high rigidity could reduce the deformation on the ram. 

Guideways were fixed on four faces of the ram. Surrounded by 

the spindle box .high rigidity ensures the moving precision of ram. 

Spindle box adopts closed type design .there is no open area; 

but the rigidity is very high. 

 

Ultraprecise 

 

3 axis adopt closed hydraulic guideway, with higher bearing capacity ,lower 

friction factor, no crawl at low speed, operational reliability . 

Heat deformation could be reduced under the function of hydraulic cooling 

action, which could improve the machining precision and operational reliability. 

Spindle adopts imported high precise bearings, equipped with sleeves on the 

outer bearings. 

Cooling system cool the spindle ,which could ensure the precision of boring rod. 

X axis drive: double motor wheel and rack eliminate the gap, rack imported from 

Germany , compensation system guarantee the contact between the wheel and rack 

, stable transmission ,control function of main and slave motor could eliminate the 

reverse gap between wheel and rack. 

Y ,Z, W axis are all equipped with ball screw, double ball screw could ensure the 

precision in the transmission. 

FB serial milling and boring machine adopt balance compensation at 3 points, 

ram droop, spindle box tilt , weight of milling head . carry on compensation to the 

geometric accuracy through the CNC. 
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High performance 

 

VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 

Adopt high and low two stage speed on the spindle , which could meet the 

different requirements to the different cutting speed and torque. 

Supply strong motive for cutting and machining . 

FB130HA Power torque diagram 
	

FB160HA Power torque diagram 

	

- Power curve 	 - Power curve 
	Torque curve 	 - Torque curve 

 

Optional rotary worktable 
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PB serial horizontal boring and milling machine 

PB serial planner machine adopt domestic and foreign advanced technic to design the structure and technology , to 

make the machine to be a high-grade CNC machine ,it' s suitable for milling ,boring/drilling ,threading ,cutting ,turning 

and machining three dimensional curved ,many machining processes could be finished under once clamped .the machine 

was widely used in all kinds of different fields ,including oil equipment ,valve ,electrical equipment ,metallurgical and mine , 

construction machinery ,ships ,rail traffic ,and many other mechanical machining industries ,it should be your first choice to 

machine the valve ,box-type , monoblock ,machine base ,and many other work pieces. 

rBran-new PB serial machine 

 

PB serial machine ,derivative serial machine 

PB110H(planning type) 

PB130H(planning type) 	FB130P(floor type) 

PB160H(planning type) 	FB160P(floor type) 

Fully meeting all kinds of machining requirements 

it' s suitable for machining box-type and valve work piece 

Heavy cutting 

Layout could be changed with demand 

Designed as the customs' need 

Various options of appendix 
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VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 

Heavy load spindle system with high rigidity 

imported spindle bearings with 

high accuracy. 

Constant temperature oil cooling 

system and expanding compensation 

system could keep the heat stability 

of the spindle . 

The optimal spindle supporting 

span keep the high rigidity of the 

spindle system . 
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Angle milling head 

Options 

Cogsdill facing head lengthen milling head universal milling head 

  

Optimal stricture high rigidity VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 

  

Sliding and rolling composite guide way 

Super wide guide way is suitable for heavy cutting 

Heavy load and high precise worktable 

X/Y/Z/B fully enclosed control 

X/Y/Z/B box way  

Optimal castings 

Twice heat could ensure stable precise 

Designed by FEA which could ensure the high rigidity 

Super wide guide way is suitable for heavy cutting 

Column with large cross section 

Enlarge the width of machine bed and the guideway span 

Sliding and rolling composite guide way , low 

Optimal anti vibration and stability 

Max load weight15 tons, worktable1600mmX1800mm 

X axis is driven by imported roller guide way 

B axis adopt floating double pinion to eliminate the transportation gap 

Imported high precise linear guide way , B direction ,full enclosed 

hoop control 

B axis hydraulic clamping is standard configuration 
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FB floor milling and boring machine 	 VVERKZEUGMASCHINEN GMBH 

Parameter FB130HA FB160HA 

Machining range Travel (XN/Z/W ) mm 4000/2000/800/800 6000/3000/900/1000 

Spindle 

Diameter of spindle mm c1:0130 c1)160 

Spindle taper BT 50 BT 50 

Diameter of milling axis mm 0221.44 0)280 

Spindle speed rpm 2 — 1500 2 — 1250 

Max torque of spindle Nm 2500 5000 

Max torque of milling spindle Nm 3460 6850 

Spindle power Km 37 74 

sectional dimension of ram mm 380X420 440X480 

Feeding speed X/Y/Z/VV m 8/8/6/6 6/6/3/1.5 

Rapid X/Y/Z/W m 8/8/6/6 6/8/5/4 

Positioning accuracy X/Y/Z/W m 0.032/1000 0.032/1000 

Repeatability accuracy X/Y/Z/W m 0.018/1000 0.018/1000 

Others 
Machine weight kg 80000 120000 

Capacity KVA 150 180 

Rotary worktable 

Worktable size mm 2500 x 2500 

Max loading Kg 30000 

Travel mm 2000 

Rapid mm/min 6000 

T—slot number width space mm 9 x 36 x 250 

Positioning accuracy 
V axis mm 0.030/1000 

B axis 12 

Repeatability accuracy 
V axis mm 0.020/1000 

B axis 7 

PB serial horizontal boring and milling machine 

Parameter PB110H PB130H PB160H 

Machining range 

Travel (X/Y/Z/W ) mm 2000/1600/1250/600 3000/2000/1600/800 3000/2000/1600/1000 

Rotary angle (B) 360 360 360 

Center of spindle to the face of worktable mm 0 0 0 

End of spindle to the middle of worktable mm 0 100 100 

Spindle 

Diameter of spindle mm 110 130 160 

Spindle taper BT50 BT50 BT50 

Spindle speed rpm 10-3000 10-2500 10-1500 

Max torque Nm 2240/2647 2837/3868 3532/4296 

Motor power Kw 22/26 22/30 37/45 

Worktable 

Size mm 1400 x 1600 1600 x 1800 2000 x 2000 

Loading x 1000kg 10 15 20 

Width of T—slot 28 28 28 

Rapid 
wow m/min 10/10/10/4 10/10/10/4 10/10/10/4 

B 	r/min 2 2 2 

Feeding speed X/Y/ZNV 	m/min 6/6/6/2 6/6/6/2 5/5/5/2 

Positioning accuracy X/Y/Z/VV 	mm/m 0.025 0.03 0.032 

Repeatability accuracy XN/Z/VV 	mm/m 0.015 0.018 0.018 

others 
Machine weight Kg 30000 40000 50000 

Capacity KVA 100 100 120 
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